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The EASTERNER
EASTERN WASHINGTON COLLEGE.

VOLUME 11

CHENEY, WASHINGTON

-'-----=------'--

NOVEMBER 2, 1960

NUMBER 6

Students
Arrested
For Sit-.ill

Constijtutional ,Change
Ball~t ~xtended A Day

e ()n,titu.ti.onal Changes
~~·~ es-~,y for P·rogress
The Constitution of th~ Associated Students of EWC has recentlY been revised by the officers and by the As$ociated Student' Coun~il. fJµs proposal is now to be put before the students
for their• approval or rejection. Therefot~ some eva1uation of
docum·e nt, in comparison to the existing constitution should be
of value in the interest of informed voting. S~ch is the following:
.
.
The only basic change in the - - ----,----- - - - structure of the constitution
is tQe addition of a third ASB QF.f l·CERS
btanch, the Judicial, to coII)- RECE1¥E DESER¥ED
plement the existing Legisl~- GRAN.TS I NGREASE
tive and Executive branche s.
A raise in pay for ASB EWC
TJ;le Judicial is formed, from
the yariqus living group judi- officers was passed October 6,
cial boards (de facto), with the 1960, by a vote of nine to two.
Campus Council to deal with Those affected by the pay raise
J?roblems arising outside the are the five general officers
living groups and the Judicial of ASB_. Under the new policy,
B,oai;d, to serve as an appell.a te all officers shall receive the
court' in all social matters and cash equivalen4 of room and
as a cov.rt' of dir~ct review for board equ~l to the highest rate
applicable to ~ither 'f emale or
all cot;istit~tic;m al matters.
male students. Officevs shall
This differs from the pres- receive additional grants in
ent system in that the propos- aid of cash in the amounts of
ed ~tructure is coordinated $75 per quarter for president
and the .students are given one and $50 per quarter for all
further chance to have their other officers.
cases heard l;>efore they are
Payments of grants-in-aid to
dismi~sed or referred to the
f~culty qisctplihe g~oup (as officers during any quarter
mv,st be the procedure in all shall be suspended and any
social "cases-the students do ~mount previously paid that
not hold· such powers as re- quarter be suspend·ed if the
moval from · school, etc.).
o{ficer shall hold & position
with
any ASEWC budgeted acTh,is is a bold step forward
but, seemingly, one in the stu- tivity that car:ries grants-in-aid
dents' inter~st, as justi~e is, de- in any form, as _part of that pocided by peers rather than sition. Tb.e new policy became
persons foreign to the prob- efi ective upon passage and is
retroactive to Sept. 26, 1960.
lem.
Another change in the proposed Constitution invol\>'es
the
committee
structure.
Standing committees of the As- FOUNDATION
sociated Students and student GRANTS AWARDED
members of joint students-facPaul F. Hooper, ASB presiulty committees will be redent,
was named as one of six
sponsible to the Council and
recipients
of t he pre-graduate
will be under the supervision
assistantships
awatded by the
of the Executive.
Most of the committees will U of W graduate school.
The awards are made possibe divided into two classificable
by a $260,000 Ford Foundations and will be under the supervision of either the ·e xecu- dation grant.
Other EWC students receivtive vice president (formerly
ing
awards are Jack L. Pate,
the vice-president) and/ or the
Nelliemay
Miles, Robert Johnactivities vice-president (formerly the activities coordi na- son and Roger J. Anderson. Altor). The executive vice-presi- ternates, named in case one of
dent will be responsible for the the originally selected students
administration area of stud- cannot accept the award, are
ent government and will su- Phyllis Sierra and Nancy Patpervise such committees as ton.
~lection, Communication, National Student association, and
Tr i-College Relations as well as CLARK EXHI BITS
student members of joint comM ANY PAINTI NGS
mittees.
The activities vice-pr esiTwenty paintings of clowns
dent will have equal power by Margo Clark, wife of act or
wit h the executive vice-presi- Dane Clark, went on exhibit
dent but will wor k in the ac- Oct ober 11 in the student untivities area with such com- ion building at EWCE.
mittees as Activities, PromoM:r~. Clark, who signs her
tion (formerly Social Promo"Veres,"
which
tion), Homecoming, and Stu- paintings,
means
"redhead"
in
Hungardent Orientation.
ian, used this nom de plume to
The vice-president will not establish herself as an individ.,
actually chair all these com- ual in her own right, rather
mittees, but will be charged than to gain fame through her
with the proper functioning of husband's career.
those committees.
A Texan by birth, Mrs.
Finance Committee wil still Clark has exhibited in New
be chaired by the treasurer York for many years, and is
and will be under his supervis- highly regarded as an interion.
preter of the well-known
The membershil) of the As- clowns of the circus-Otto
sociated Students Council has Breibling, Emmett Kelly, Paul
been changed. From the pres- Jung, Felix Adle'r and others.
ent membership of living
Painting exclusively with a
group representatives, class palette knife, "Veres" h~s derepresentatives, AMS, and AW- veloped an amazing technique.
S representatives and the offiThe exhibit, through the
cers, the council would con- courtesy of the Eastern A~osist of living group representa- ciation of Art Museums, will
tives, the officers, three repre- continue at EWCE until No(Continued on page 8)'
vember 11.

Ir.a.,, Coj,per and Brass
Repl;ace Plaster of Paris
Old Sac· \)~t the' dust last week. •
.
Sacajawea, the statue of the Lewts and Clark Indian guide in
Showalter Hall, :was replaced by a new, statue o! welded iron,
copper and brass The sculptor w,as I{arold Ba\azs, of, Spokane.
kane.
,· 1
The new Sa~ajawea was
,
sponsored by the Veteran's
club, which, under the direc- STUDENTS AND
tion of . Creed M?rgan, raised F.AQUtTY TO
the $1500, the st~tue cost: ·
'PEACE

DJSCtJSS

Asted what "tlieme" he followed in creatiJ}g the statue,
Balazs said,.. "~one in particu:
\ar. I just wanted to get away
from heroics. After all, Sacajawea wasn't out there trying to
be a heroine. She was just being a people."
To the comment that the facial features seemed to be that
of an old woman r ather than
of a young girl, Balazs said,
" One should keep in mind that
an 18-year-old Indian princess
usually had put in about 40
years of work at that age. Also,
the people on the trip were
starving."
He added, "Art is never an
attempt to create natµre, but
to produce a symbol, to make
an image of it."
Six mont hs of work went into t he creati@n of the new statue, which is mad'e of a base
of iron we~di~g rods, reenforced by copper stril)S welded to
the frame. It is molded with a
utetic mixture of metal coated
with bronze.
"This is a method thaf started wit h t he turn of t he cen-·
tury," t he artist said.
Old Sac traveled nearly as
much as the real Sacajawea.
Students were forever carrying the statue off in the dead
of night to some distant hiding
place.

Signs, Si:~ns, Signs
Over 200 signs are painted
each quarter on the EWCE
campus. Advertisement for
various functions and contests
are all made possible by a few
conscientiuos persons who
take time out of their busy
schedules for this laborious
ta'sk.
Materials for these signs
come from the ASB fund. Most
of the work is done under the
direction 0£ Garth Wheeler,
ASB Activities Coordinator.
Mr. Wheeler says that any
group wishing to have signs
painted may con1e to hilXl and
fill out al\ ASB Artisf Work
Order which he will in turn
give to one 9f the artists.

.f

•

•

•

"The United States and the
Search . for Peace" will be th-e
theme of a stuµent-faculty conference to be held on the campus o,f Whitman College on November 11 and 12. The conference is being sponsored by the
Car negie Endowment for International Peace and Whitman. There will be a banquet,
a luncheon, and two panel discussions. Among the .distinguished guests wil be Mr. Char les Martin, former governor of
Oregon; Mr. Lawrence Finkelstein, vice president of the Carnegie Endowment; Judge Robert Finley, Washington State
Supreme Court; and Professor
Charles Schielcher, Vniversity
of Oregon. Tl)~ panels wi).~ be
concerned with "the Problem
of American For.e ign Policy in
the 1960's"
The registration ~ee is $4.
For students there is a possibility of some assistance from
the ASB. See :er.of . Bonsor for
d~tzjls.

Travel Agent
Tio Visit Easte,n
Miss Betty Garman, field
representat1ve for the tJ. S.
tional Student Ass.ociatio~, Educational Travel, Inc. will visit
the EWCE campus on November 3 to lead 'a prog~am concerning student travel throughout the world.

Na-

A travel meeting will be
held at I\OOn \n t~e Capri room
on l~ovember 3. A film dealing with the USA summer :r;>rogram will be shown and a discussion will follow, concerning all types of student travel.
Special emphasis will be given
to an explanation of the low
cost, educational programs offered by the National Student
Association.

In addition the general European trips, scholarship study
trlps to France, Africa, Latin
America, Italy, and Japan are
scheduled for 1961.

Two days of widespread N~gr o picketing and sit -ins have
resulted in the arrest of 75
~em~nstrators with no end yet
1n sight. Demonstrations will
continue "all day, every day
v.ntµ ¥>,~g~aijon objectives are
ach~eve" .. opp student leader
told_ :r:el)O~~~s.
. f,ittYi ~~ ?~ tb~ 7:;i ~~rest ed,
1nd'Judi g t~ y;~v,. Dr. Martin
Luther King', Jr., have r efused
to post bond, a'nd are currently being lield 1n Fulton county jail, where they will wait a
mont h to six · ·weeks before
their cases go to trial.
The w,i~e-scale Atlanta sit-in
effort followed a weekend
meeting of the Southern Nonviolent Coordinating · Committee which drew participant s
from protest areas throughout
the South as well as support
areas in th~ North.
·
Sit-ins occurred at the following lunch counters during
the . two-clay demonstrations:
Rich's, largest department
~tore in the South; DavidsonPaxon, an affiliate of Macy's;
H. L. Green; Newberry's;
Woolworth; W. T. Grant;McCrory; Kr ess; Lane-Rexall, and
Walgreen.
On the {irst day of the demonstrations,
the
students
sought service at lunch coun~
ters of two department . stores
and eight v~rfefy' stores: They
also pipketed four stor es. All
of the arrests t ook place ·• in
Rich's ; while other stores
close~ tbeir lunch count er£.
All of t he· defendants wer e
arraigned on charges or ref using to leave private property
when requested, based on a
Geargia statute passed this
year.
Dr . King, offer ed bond, refused it and said he would stay
in jail a yea:r; or 10 years if
necessary. In cou.r t he said:
"We did nothing wrong in going to Rich's today." He said t he
object of the demanstrations
was fo bring the whole issue
of desegregation into "the conscience of Atlanta."
On the 2.0th, the ·demonsrations spve-ad to t hree . more
stores. Two stores were· for ced
to close completely for short
periods when tension built up
between Negroes and white onlookers. T~e. ~epartment stores
and ~ariety outlets closed
tHeir l unch counters again
when the sit-in students appear ed.

Alumni News
New officers and board
members were int.roduced at
the last Alumni Association
meeting, which was held October 22 at EWC. Introduced
were Mrs. Rita Gay Gillespie,
secretay; Larry Friedlund, LeRoy Buckley, Doug Gwinn,
board members; Paul Hooper,
AS13 presid·e nt, and Jim Krofchek, senior class president.
On the agenda under new
business was the increasing of
alumni schtllarship,& tof $13'5.
the amo~nt that will cover the
fees £or one year.
A repof t was given on reexamination and reorganization of the Alumni Association.
This will be presnted dudng
the winter meeting, which will
be held in .)'anuary.
Ray Giles, faculty representative, reported on legislative
needs for 1961-1963.
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EDITORIALS

The EASTERNER
EASTERN WASHINGTON COLLEGE of EDUCATION

.:!dl

Publlahed weekl.7 durln• the IClhool
a:cept Yacatlon1 and
holidaya and perloda Immediately p
Dir by the Auoclated
Student. of Eutern Wuhlnston Collea9 of Education, Obene::,,
Wuh. Appllc~tlon for re-entn at Cheney, Wublnarton. pendtna.
Entered u Seecnad Olau Matter No-.. I, 1916, at the Poet Office
at OhenQ, Wulalnston. 9JUI• the A.ct of ConSNII llarcb I. 18'19,
Ad-Yertlatnar rat. fumlahecl on. application. Repreaented for
national adnrtlalna by National Ad~ns. Inc•• 1 420 lladlaon
Aftllae, Naw York 1'1, New York. Rlsht to decline any adnrtl■ln.ar la IW'fed.
EDITOR .......-: ...................~ ......:................... Ron Wolfe

Sounding Board

To the Editor:
After reading various articles concerning the coming naPRESS
tional election in The EasterE>fECUTIVE
ner and other papers, I decidASSOCIATE EDITOR .................................................... Shan Eggers
ed to look into the matter and
ASSISTANT EDITOR ........................................................Dick Blair.
see what the story really is. I
NEWS EDITQR ............................................................ Edd Stollery
found
several
interesting
SOCIETY EDITOR .. .'................................................. Rhoda Paulson
things concerning the finanSPORTS EDITOR ........................................................Walt Hartman
cial state of our country which
I though important to everyCIRCULATION MANAGER ................................ Vic - M■ykowskyi
one.
BUSINESS MANAGER .......... ·················;····················· Mel Wasson
The item of paramount imI
portance to me is . our oversized national debt which we
owe pri~arily to the "New
Deal." The govern~ent is the
same as an individual as far
Last week's Easterner ·carried the ~tory of little Pat Moas
finances are concerned exhondro, a kid who can't even play with his toys, without runcept
that the effects of finanning the risk of bleeding to death. The appeal is to you the
cial difficulty are not felt as
students of Eastern; get down to your favorite blood bank and
quickly
as they are with the ingive that necessary pint-you don't need it. ·
dividual. If I owed $25,000 and
The Dishman Ness pre-school blood bank has been drained
it looked like I might not be
dry by Pat. He p~s used 43 pints since July and needs an averable to pay it back for a long
age o~ 50 pints a year.
period of time, if at all, I
Any bank will do. Merely ask that the blood be credited to the
could not borrow any amount
Dishman Ness pre-school district. The appeal is out, the rest
·e lsewhere because my credit
is up to you, so let's give Pat the life fluid he so desparately
rating would not be any good.
needs-blood.
This is what is happening to
our government. We are losing
R. W.
our credit rating on the world
market.
'
,,,,
Another item of importance
is that people tend to think
Stay at home---don't vote-and suffer! Yes, suffer. This ediwealth is money; however if
tor doubts your knowledge in staying at home when the electhey bothered to take a second
tions are on-he seriously doubts your knowledge. And intellilook they would find that
gence.
wealth is production. For example, if a manufacturer gives
One wonders, if this country (as stated in the constitution)
pay raises and a shorter work
is actually ruled by the majority. One thing is sure-a minority
week,
he will have to hire more
group could take over the country very easily.
people. At a glance this looks
Here's how-and, by the way, here's how the various minority
good for more jobs are created
groups would like things to happen.
and there is an increase in
Voters-to the tune of 45 per cent (average) of the eligible
wages. In order for the manuvoters-turn out for an election. Of this 45 per cent, 30 per
facturer to make as much as
cent or so belong to a small minority group . . . such as the
he was previously, he must
communists.
raise his prices. There is no
increase in production yet the
So what is the final result? Majority of votes cast (66 per
price of the product has gone
cent)-minority of the people-rule the nation.
up. This is inflation! · Due to
Now do you understand why YOU should vote? If you stay at
inflation, other countries are
home, it's the fastest way to let someone take YOUR vote and
underselling us; therefore, if
make it good for HIS MINORITY group.
this continues, our production
I'll vote. Will I see you at the polls-or do you lack the knowlwill have to be cut due to the
edge and intelligence that a college student should have?
loss of the foreign market. This
E. S.
means that there would be
less jobs available and we are
def eating our own purpose in
raising wages out of propor·
tion.
by Don Dressel
Inflation as in the national
The battles lines have been drawn,the armies are gathering,
debt, is due to the "New Deal"
trying to bring the working
and the War Between the School Authorities and t he Students
man up to the level of the en·
has begun.
gineer,
scientist and highlyThis is not the usual weapon against war but a battle
trained technicians. This canof minds concerning the use of alcoholic beverages. This is the
not be done in a democratic
perennial problem that pops up at most universities and colleg•
state!
Maybe we should beStudents:
es in the United States.
Are you torn by indecision? come completely socialistic.
The first shot was fired by the school authorities last Friday,
That way everyone would get
Oct. 21, with an ultimatum coming down through the ranks to Can't decide which of the can- the same whether they worked
the enemy, not a majority but a sizable group of students. The didates for Governor, Rosel- hard or not at all . .
ultimatum was quite clear and could not have been misunder- lini or Andrews, is the "lessor
In conclusion, one can't
of two evils"? Forget it allstood.
spend
large amounts of money
we have! There no longer is
for
a
long·
period of tim-e, and
The information contained in this "bomb" was to the effect any need to ponder-we don't
have
comparatively
small taxthat students found with liquor in their possession on the campus, We've made our decision and
or found drunk and disorderly at school functions on or off urge you to do so. Vote, with es. One can't raise the level of
campus, would be referred to the campus council, automatic- us, for our candiadte and the workers to that of the enyours, the leading educator gineer's. This is what the Demally subject to expulsion.
ocratic party is trying to do! ·
The opposing forces to the school ruling will probably have and leading citizen of the
(Signed) Sincerely,
skirmishes with the school authorities, and they will undoubt- great State of WashingtonDick
Heckroth
edly plan many types of guerilla action to combat the ultimatum. Dr. Raymond1 Schults. Dr.
The administration is the authority in this outlined battlefield Schults' name will not be
and the general staff is much better <;>rganized than the students. printed on your ballot, but
To Whom it May Concern
it in.
Opposing forces will attempt to infiltrate the positions of the write
The editorial policy of The
Give Washington its great•
administration's battle lines, with what success only time will est governor. Give us Raymond Easterner represents the opintell. None can tell at whom this directive was issued. One can Schults.
ion of the executive editor, not
only guess that harassing actions by some students at college
the student body president,
(Signed)
functions resulted in this written retaliatory action by the army
The committee the school administration, the
of the school authorities.
for the election advisor, or in some cases even
So drop your 'hoes, rakes and books and run to your nearest
of
Raymond the other editors. However, all
recruiter. Remember, whatever side you choose, you should see
Schults for gov- signed letters to the editor will
be printed.
ernor.
a battle royal for the remainder of the school ,year.
...i:ire to ward oC-" the .
An, -$psrkle
... Sest oC ·Servants
"':Ill
I Promethean F"ire,
that warms man
~avage !east! See
@

•

y

~

Blood

·voting

-College And Drinking

To the Editor:
.
The recent editorial appear•
ing the Easterner concerning
the merits of the Republican
party and the faults of the
Democratic party, reminds me
of the prejudice expressed by
such pubilcations as the Spokesman Review, Life, Saturday
Evening Post, and 80 per cent
of all the "unbiased" publications which we consume
daily.
One of the prize comments
which I recently read stated
that if the Democrats moved
into the whitehouse, labor union bosses will run the country.
If this statement is true, why
is Jimmy Hoff.a endorsing Nixon, and wby is John L. Lewis
Republican? Someone also
commented that Kennedy is
being backed by Wall Street. I
noticed that the A. F. of L-C. I.
0. endorsed Kennedy, and
these two opposed groups, I
would think, would make rather an unholy alliance. I have
been asked on numerous occasions if the Democrats will
get us into war. If any answer
caq be given we sho~ld examine
Mr. Nixon's stand on Quemoy
and Matsu, in which he stated
that he would go to war over
these islands.
Something that affects most
students here at Eastern is aid
to education, which the majority of the Republicans have
voted against. Even our own illustrious Mr. Andrews has ofposed aid to education on numerous occasions. I don't think
that a traditional "do nothing"
party such as the Republican
expresses the general feeling
of the American people. This
lack of concern the Repblican party has taken in an advancing society has lost them
almost all of the major political offices in the last two years.
In conclusion I might add
that Mr. Nixon's statement, "I
know what it is like to be
poor," is a farse. The Republican. party has twice the funds
to run a campaign as Mr. Kennedy has. I just wonder if he
knows what it is like to be
poor when he watches Mr. Eisenhower veto a bill to extend
unemployment benefits to a
destitute area.
(signed) Dave Gurr

--or•

---

$<An that burn5

·

o'nights
lighting the
unknown!

..a

and makes edible

his ~ood ~ And

perha~s
~t oC a\\... ·

them there! Eyes
.glitter... coiled
to pou11ce
&

devour!

To All the Women Commuters
of Eastern

Your cry of "no opportunity
for participation" reached the
sympathetic ears of the Associated Women Students. Your
council scheduled a meeting
especially f6r you at noon in
the Student Union of Thurs•
day, October 27. Publicity was
put up Monday to inform you
of the time and place which
were both c~refully selected
so th~ greatest riumber of you
could eat your lunch, attend
your classes, get your ride
home and still participate in
YOUR organization. Council.
enjoyed talking to the one
commuter that came.
Possibly you are not aware
that as a regularly enrolled
student you pay 50 cents per
quarter membership dues to
A WS. This is included in your
registration fees as approved
by the Board of Trustees,
March 17, 1958. Last fall there
were 675 AWS members of
which less than 350 were campus residents. You commuters
represented at least half the
. membership. This year )'OU are
probably a larger per~entage,
but before your AWS council
can represent you fairly we
must have more than just your
financial support.
On November 1 and 2 it is
vital to have a strong commuter vote on the proposed con•
stitutional amendments. Only
then will the election be valid
so the voters' choice can be
fallowed. Copies of the constitution and proposed amendments will be available at the
polls since we were unable to
personally discuss the changes
with you. Your council asks
you to approve the amendments so we may serve you
more efficiently but of greater
importance, we ask you to
VOTE.
(signed) Florence Samels
(Sam)
AWS President
To the Editor:
The policy at Eastern to permit faculty members to purchase season tickets and attend athletic events as a family has been duly appreciated
by those faculty members taking advantage of this generosity. For those of us who are
interested in taking part in
student activities, this oppor·
tunity is most important. It is
likewise vital that our families
be included in these student
functions so that they may,
through this ·added interest,
make a complete adjustment
to school life here at Eastern.
However, one wonders what
these youngsters were think•
ing about as they sat squeezed
in among the mass of bleereyed, stupified and· drunken
college students at last Saturday's game ... After the game,
youngsters could be seen carrying as many beer bottles as
their hands would hold. The
fact that these collections can
be made around various dorms
and at college functions seems
to indicate that college life has
deteriorated to new low.
. . . Control of this drinking
problem cannot rest with the
school administration and faculty but demands group control by the students themselves. What has happened to
the influence of the student
officers? Why has not the student disciplinary committee
taken action? You can rest assured that, unless student action is forthcoming in a responsible manner, school authority in the form of rigid restrictions will have to come .
· (Signed) Frank Nicol

nd
rd
To the Editor: .Sou i~~he~d~~ Cont!~T~tE~TOR:
Here are a fe~ words for the
benefit of adolescents on our
campus. This is about certain
actions of the night of Homecoming.
In my opinion the heighth
of idiocy is someone who
claims to know something
about soll)ething he knows nothing about. l'his is surely the
case here and if it isn't, it is
worse yet because it is an intelligent idiot.
I know no one who has worked harder or sacrificed more
to have a good football team at
Eastern than our coach. Few
people, very few, realize the
problems involved in coaching,
especially at Eastern. The circumstances are far from de•
sireable.
•Whether some people realize it or not, it takes money,
support and a coaching staff
with four or five, assistants to
mold a college football team.
Thi~ by no means has any reflection on our coaching staff
this year. · They have worked
hard and done everything in
their power to have a winning
football team.
No one on this campus, with
the exception of the coaches,
is more disappointed in the
team's record than the players.
They have worked very hard,
and ·have very little to show for
it, when the students on campus take actions such as this.
Don't you think that the players would appreciate it much
more, if the students would
apply their efforts to solving
some of the problems in the
athletic system, rather than
er.eating them by publicly ridiculing our coach?
Respectfully,
Rich Hilty,
"W" Club President

I'm having a hard time se·eing the ~raumati~ signif!ca;11ce
of an effigy hangmg. This is a
phenomenon that has been go•
in& on ~o~ years in colleges and
universities all over the United
States. So!lle . administrators
seem to think 1t is some form
of an overt threat toward a
coach. An effigy only represents a threat in that it signifies the student body would
like to see Eastern in the win
column somewhat more frequently. For failing to win,
who else is easier to blame
than the coach. It seems that
certain groups on campus are
trying to determine if this discontent is representative of
the majority of the student
body. Let's just be realistic. Is
any college or university student body happy and contented
whe1,1 their football team takes
one beating after another?
Take a look at the University
of Idaho; three effigy hangings
in one day. Students are highly reactionary and dQn't really
care to hear ab'oW: all the fi.
nancial or recruiting problems
of the coaches. All students
really want is action, not facts.
Someone might ask who I'm
defending. I'm not defending
anyone; all I want is to see this
whole matter approached in a
more sophisticated manner. Is
this sahool so firmly settled in
the soil of Cheney that one
small threat requires action by
the entire administrational process. Why make a mountain
out of a molehill? I'm sure that
Chissus and Mr. Reese feel the
pressure of not· winning without going into some type of an
administrational
procedure.
I'm sure that if they feel a
change is ne·eded, either in procedure or in coaches, they will
initiate such action.
(signed)
Jon Driessen
Box 1110, EWCE
Cheney, Wash.

Nike Stte Visited

.M ORRIS NEGRO ·
STUDENTS HEt:D

On October 14, 1960, the
AUSA sponsored a trip to the
Bravo Battery Nike Site between Cheney and Four Lakes.
Eighty people, which were
made up of cadets and members of the Sponsor Corps,
were on this trip.
Second Lieutenant Edwin
Finch gave an interesting talk ·
on the Ajax missile. He went
into detail on how an enemy
plane was tracked down and
killed. After this talk we divided into two groups to see
the LCT (launching control
tower) and the IFA (integrated
fire area).
Second Lieutenant Vincent
M. Ficocelli took us down to
see the LCT, where the cadets
saw a demonstratfon on preparing missiles for fire. Second Lieutenand Joseph Paquin
was in charge of the IFA where
the enemy plane is tracked.

Eleven Negro students from
Morris College were arrested
on charges of breach of the
peace here atfer they had staged orderly lunch-counter demonstrations at the Kress Variety Store and the Sumter CutRate Drug Store. Three were
promptly arrested by police
after they took seats at the
Kress lunch counter; and later
two more were arrested for attempting to sit with white patrons. Six others were arrested
as they paraded outside the
store carrying placards.

Tulane Student
Charged With
"Criminal Anarchy"
A 21-year old Tulane University graduate student, identified as the leader of a sit-in
demonstration,
has
been
charged with "criminal anarchy." Mr. Goldfinch, Jr., who
is white, was arrested with
three Negroes after a sit-in at
a Canal Street variety store.
Conviction under the rare
criminal anarchy charge carries a maximum penalty of 10
years in prison. Goldfinch is
now out on bail awaiting trial
Upon arrest, Goldfinch told
police, "We came here with a
purpose in mind. We want to
achieve that purpose or be
arrested.

Much~has been said and I
am cert in, much will be w;itten con erning the recent effigy ha~ging of the football
coach. R ghtly done or not,, the
act has ecome an isue and I
should li* e to make one observation c ncerning it.
This hanging is a product of
legitima~ motives and warped
means. o one will deny that
our sea onal football record
could
stand improvement.
However, I am struck by the
fact that this act is perhaps
the poor~st possible means one
might C.t\oose to remedy the
situation.
1
1

Therefore it seems appropriate to recommend to those so
vitally concerned with this
record t~at they utilize the
proper c annels in quest of
their goa s rather than committing a unf~ act and . one
of little value in realizing such
goals.
1

To provide such channels is
a prime tea son for the exist·ence of st~dent government (in
re, Athle ic Council) and it
would be oove •. persons concerned with this problem and
other problems to utilize these
channels. lThe ~lternatives often have ~nfavorable ramifications.
I
I sincer~ly hope that this issue might pass with the casualness of which I am certain it
originated;
'
(signet)
·
Paul · . Hooper
ASB resident

Dean T Address
Young emocrats
Mr. Jae Dean, prominent
Spokane •a torney, will address
the EWC Young Democrats
at 7:30 p. m. Th}ltsday, November 3, in the San Juan room
of the student union, club president Davel Gurr has announcced.
1
Mr. Deart is Governor Rosel,lini's campaign manager for
eastern -Washington.
The
theme of his speech will be
"Demorcats and Education,"
as part of a pep talk to the
YD's. A di~cussion period will
follow.
Mr. Dea:q, who has been active in political affairs for
many year~, is also well acquainted w1th the problems of
today's cou+ge student.
The You111g Democrats club
urges all n1embers, interested
faculty and students to attend.
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To the Editor:
The Athletic Council of
EWC highly condemns the action of students who," through
juvenile acts, try to bring
about embarrassment and humiliation to coaches and athletic teams that represent our
college. We feel that any acts
of this nature are not humorous, nor do they bring about
any benefits to the individuals
involved, or to the good name
of the college.
The administration has stated that such acts will not be
condoned and any individuals
involved . will • be disciplined.
The AC h~s tried to help
the coaches find methods by
which grants-in-aid to athletes
can be established, so that
heayY work loads during periods of participation can be
reduced. For the . past four
years the alumni secretary's
office, with the coop·e ration of
the AC has worked hard in establishing · ~ grant-in-aid program. To date, only $3664.37
has been raised; from this
amount, the AC set up 15 $100
grants for use this year for
four of the major sports.
We realize that this is not a
substantial sum so we are now,
with the aid of the AMS, A WS
and the Dad's Association,
starting a new campaign for
funds. We hope enough money
can be raised so that when our
coaches approach a prospective athlete, they may encourage them to attend Eastern
on nearly equal terms with other member colleges of our Conference.
EWC is one of the few colleges in the nation, by the way,
that turns over its athletic
receipts for academic scholarships. This policy was established five years ago when the

lost, to insure the bonds on
Isleland.
We feel that the ASB should
stand back of these men and
give support to them. The football team this year has shown
excellent spirit and determination and we feel that, had the
breaks gone the other way occasionally, the scores of several ball games would have
been different. We compliment
them for the job they have
done against strong opponents.
Ed Chissus. receives our support for his job of coaching.
He is highly respected by other coaches and is a credit to
our athletic program. He and
Frank Smith have worked hard
to build a team from many
junior college transfers and
freshmen plus a small number
of returning lettermen. Of 29
players forming the 1959
squad who wofild have been
eligible for the 1960 season
only nine are present. We hav~
only two m~mbers of this
team who have ·played together for four· years.
Where are these other men?
Scholastics have taken their
toll, along with financial difficulties brought on by lack of
time to study and "work during
the , season. This explanation
should spell out some of the
problems that confront ou,r
coaches.
The Athletic Council welcomes constructive criticism
and we· would be more than
willipg to meet ~ ith any student or group of students who
w.ish to discuss ·such matters.
Please feel free to contact any
member of the council, as such
a meeting can be arranged.
(signed)
The Athletic Council

PROMPT. COURTEOUS SE.R VICE

,City Dry Clean~rs
"Tailoring and Repai'rs
ALTERATIONS

.'

LaLJndry Service

SMITH JEWELERS
CHENEY. WASH.

WEIGEL'S BAKERY
For the BEST bakery good in town
Open all week until 8 p. m.

.• .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,...._ _ _ _ __

Sno Tires·~
Recaps

1

PIZZA ·PIES

9.95

All types and prices from
59cto89c

14.95

I

6.70-15 Plus taxes and recappable casing

""-

16 W. First
Cheney, Wash.
BE 5-6388
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SOCIETY SECTION

1-;•:·

it]: Karnpus

Special
lnnoun.cemenls

Kalendar
November 2
11 a. tn.- United
Week, Lobby
il

CHILDREN'S MOVIES
Nations

3 p. rn .-Student Union Board,
Capri
5:30 p. rh.- Phi Mu :Alph a, L .
A. S. D. R.

.->~:::::·

IIfJ:;

6-7 p. m.-IK, Capri
7-7· p. m.-IVCF, Vashon and
San Juan

'T~ ~ponsor Third

·Ann,ual Playboy Dance

is now presenting the story of
Cinderella, will be held Friday, November 4, at Martin
auditorium. Performances are
2:00 p. m. and 8:00 p. .m.
The sixth graders at the campus scliool are presenting this
play.

rtib

6-7 p. m.-Spurs, Vashon

8 p. m.-Datnes Club, Sutton

_I K's

A children's theatre, which

lounge
7 p . m.-Blue Key, Tahiti
6 p. m.-Freshman Class traffic Film, Bali
7:30 p. m.-French club, Capri
November 3
4 p. m.-Music Division, Fae.
l(,unge.
6:30 p. m.-;-ASB, C@ncil, Cove
6 p. m.- USCF Lectur~ & discussion series, Tahiti
7 p. m.-Business Club, Capti
7 :30 p . m.-Young Demos, San
Juan
3 p. m .-Young Republicans,
Capri
6-7 p. m.-Sitzmark Ski Club,
f apri
,
,,
7:45 p. m. -IVCF, Vashon
7:S'0 p. m.- Epsilon Pi Tau, Tahiti
12 p. m.-.Freshman class Traffic film, Bali
10 a . m.- Vets club, Capri
8 p. m.-Ftlculty Wives Fall
party, L. A. Lounge
11 a. m.-United Nations
Week, lobby.
November 4
•
10 a. m.-Sociology Club, ca.
pri
'
9-12 p . m.-IK Playboy Dance,

f

J..<;fU)~S

SlAt~b

SPElKElt

1 ¥r. ,J.. f,trauss Clpwson, field
dire~t I f@r. .th~ A.mer~can Red
prps~ ~t Fairchild AFB will be
gue~t lecturei: tltjs week for the
~oc1ology Club, 111eeting ~t 10:J.O a. m. ~riday in the C~pri
:rpe~, Sftudent Union building.
Mr. Ciowson will discuss Red
Cross job opportunities for so~~ology, and s~cial work grad_uat~"S, and undergraduate student~.
1
A tour of Lakeland Village i~
s\i ted for 1:,;30 p. m., the car
caravan leaving the student
parking area at 1:10 p. m.

_ CHII 'N CHAT _
How did everybody like the
mock-election? Politics kind
of flew hot and heavy f0r a
whil~, didn't they. I wonder if
anyone actually converted
anyone, else to his point of
view?
I for one, (so shoot me!) like
the , new Sacajawea. And I
think hll you people who have
made such comment$ as: '':poor
Sac's kids won't ev~n have a
slibulder to cry on!" wguld
,epme to ad'mire tlie arttstry
tliat went into sculptiing her,
if you took a good objective
look at her.
*

..

1ij4ty're e
couldn't
names.)

ji9ed.

"'

Coul& lhJs be you? He I~ nic,
Uiu 'ntl wear• OI sses •nd
f ·~~oi~
tifi; ,~ h•s iolig ct•rk
hair and Ii ~''.rv ~raiij; 'and
~•

(Only m kf!Y

remember
II•

~ir

. llt

Wish i w£s plµslt enough to
push $82.50 off the roof. Maybe if it wasn't mine, I could
affor<l it too. (Slam of the
week.)
I

By Dave Lewis
DATES CHANGED
Engaged since July are PegThe dates for ptes~ntatlon gy Chatburn and PaYid I W .
Eastern's Intercollegiate Knights will , sponsor their thir<j
of
Anton Cheltov's pi~~' ''Tlie ·Lewis; cohgl'at'ulations, i;>ave,
annual Playboy Dance this Friday, November 4. This event, held
T~ree
$isters," has been mov- Peg's a wonderful girl. Anothfor the fire( time just two years ago, has already become one
ecl from November, 15, 16, and er engagement, announced at
of the most ,popular social functions of tbe year.
17 to Nov~niber 29 and 30.
the Homecotning baU, is that
Ed Harvill, IK . Duke and
of Veronica Serbus ano a felgeneral chairm'a n of the dance, JOSEPH & O'NEIL
NEWMAN CLUB
low
editor on the paper, Edd
reports that the Stratatones EXCANGE VOWS
Kay Aslet, president of the Stollery. Who's next, I wonwill provide the music, and
Northwest Province of New- der?
Matried October 24 were
that decorations will be on the
man
Clubs, will be the 'g uest
same order as last year's Bonnie O'Neil and Dean Josspeaket
at a Communion
dance. This dressy-dress event, eph, stud·e nts of EWC.
breakfast on Sunday, NovemThe g:room, Mr. Joseph, is a
held in the Bali Lounge and
ber 6.
·
Sutton Shows
foreign
student
on
scholarship
the Cove of the Isle-la~d, is a
The
Communion
break.fast
Flicks Bi-Mol'lthly
non-corsage dance. Intermis- from Iran.
will be held atfter 8 o'clock
The wedding was performed
sion will bring about the nammass. All NeYfman Club memthe
Southern Baptist
At their hall Hi ~tini Tuesing of the Pl~mate, who will at
bers are invited to Mtehd, and day, Oct, 25, the rnen of SutChurch
in
Spokane,
as
Bonnie
be chosen by the males prereceive Communion, which ton elected Jeannie Ninnimen
ent at the dance. With one can- is of that faith. Dean is Perwill be given · iri lfo y at · the as their candidate for Playsian,
while
the
best
man,
Vic
Bali
't·
I
didate from each men's dorm
mass.
Maykowsgyj,
is
Catholic,
and
2 & 8 p. ~ .'- Children's Theamate at the Playboy Dance.
and one from the off-campusMiss
Aslett
will
speak
on
the
the
maid
of
honor,
Sandy
Rustre,
Martin
Aud.
Sutton Hall has beeri sliow•
commu ter group, the winning
Northwest
Province
convensel,
is
of
a
Protestant
faith.
A
12
p.
m.-Travel
Film
Series,
ing
movies every two weeks
girl can consider it a real hontion,
which
will
be
held
in
Mistruly
non-denominational
wedCapri
with refreshments, such as
or. The escort of tne Play~ate
soula,
Mont.,
November
23
ding.
2
p.
m.AUSA
Film
Series,
C.
cookies
and cocoa or root beer.
will be named the Playboy and
thr
ough
26.
H.
The
latest
film followed an inwill also receive a gift .
11 a. m.-United Nations
formal discussion on what. to
LOST
The IK's have been,. , for
Week, Lobby
A pair of dark brown girl's do about the extra space in
some time now, a leading serNovember 5
glasses somewhere around An- Sutton's basement. At present,
vice organization· on t his cam1:30 p . m.-Football at Whit- derson Hall last weekend. Fin- part of Sutton's basement
pus, as well as on many camworth
ders please return to the fol- houses laundry facilities, While
puses. The Tomahawk chapter,
November
6
By Linda Headley
lowing address: 108 North 10th the i-est of the space is wasted.
founded in 1935, has given
5-7 p. m.- USCF, Vashon and Cheney. Thank you. Your help
The officers of Sutton can
' EWC a great deal over the
Cold weather has brought a
· be distinguished by t'he newly
San Juan
years, and is continuing to do change into fashion. Wool is in 7 p. rr1.-Movie: Ballet of Ro- is appreciated in finding them. acquired pins they received.
so.
style and Kathy O'Keefe is
meo and Juli'et, Isle-land
The pins have a crest with the
MOVIES
swinging
with
a
black
nubby
November 7
Accidents are so messy. Mo- word "Sutton" on it which is
The group, now a sophomore
honorary with junior officers, wool weskit and skirt worn 5: 15 p. m.-A & R Comm. L. A. vies showing traffic accidents connected by small chains to
S. D.R.
will be screened Nov. 2 at 6 a symbol of office and a "60"
was begun as a f oui: year or- over a black, white and brown
printed
blouse.
To
give
her
out12
p.
m.IRC,
Capri
and 7 p. m. and Nov. 3 at noon to indicate the year of service
ganization, changed to a twoto the hall.
at the Capri room.
year club, and last year be- 1fit that campus look she wears 6 p. m.-ASB- Finance Comm.
Cove
came a one year group. This black t ennis shoes accented
5:30 p. m.- Sponsor Cor ps, Cagroup is known not only for by white shoe strings.
Jim
Arnold
doesn't
worry
pri
,
its service to Eastern, but also
to the national organization. about the cold. He is looking 3:30 p . m.-Faculty Council,
Capri
Last year the Tomahawk chap- real war m Iin a brown, blue
and
white
striped
cardigan
THE CRESCENT
3-5
p. m.- Geography Seminar,
ter was named the outstanding
sweater
.
Real
nice,
Jim.
San J uan
chapter in this r egion, and
Cor dially invites you to visit Northtown's newest store.
Plaid is certainly popular 7-10 p. m.-College Play Replaced high in national compeGIFT AND TOY CENTER
this
year.
Have
you
noticed
the
hearsal, Bali
tition.
number of different plaids on
With the motto "service, sac- campus? They are really quite 8:15 p. m.-Concert: Caledonia
Occupying a part of the building which will be completely
Schottish l3agpigers, Show.
rifice, and loyalty," this organ- pretty.
redesigned and rebuilt for our use next year, this gay, colAud. '
ization strives t o serve EWC
orful Gift and Toy Center will bring at least a -part of
Sharon James is one who
November 8
in the best way possible. Start- seems to enjoy plaids. Her
THE
CRESCENT to Nor thtown for your immediate coning off the year with the IK brown and white pleated re- 10 a. m.-Koffee Korner, Cavenienve. The Gift Center on t he first floor will offer wide
pri.
book exchange, they serve a versible plaid skirt, worn with
selections of lovely, distinctive Christmas gifts for man
great number of students. a beige bulky knit sweater 12 p. m.-USCF Commuter
and women, and decorative gifts for the home.
Luncheon, Capri
They also operate a gedunk proves just how versatile and
6 p. m.-A WS Council, Cove
stand at all home football popular plaid is this year.
The Toyland on the Lower Level is an exciting, thrilling
7:10 p. m.-College Play Regames, and ushering at events
place, complete with a wide selection of toys for every
hearsal, Bali
of all kinds is common for heart is Rhoda Paulson, a sophchild . : . chosen from all over the world to make children
6 p . m. -LSA, Vashon and
them. Throughout the year omore from Cheney.
happy.
San Juan
IK's are seen working for EWA project of the group soon
Our complete and convenient credit services are available,
C and are always striving to to get underway, announced 7 p. m.- Rally Comm., Cove
. uphold traditions of the cam- David Lewis, senior expansion 7:45 p. m.-lVCF, Vashon
of course.
pus.
officer, is the organization of 7-9 p. m.-ROTC Men's ChoNow Open from 10 to 9 Daily (Except Saturday, 10 to 6)
rus, Band.
A tradition which the IK's an alumni group.
themselves have, is the ·annual
Intercollegiate Knights is a
selection of a Sweetheart. This group that all frosh males
honor is bestowed on some should look forward to. Memgirl, a sophomore or above in bership is tapped during the
standing, to represent IK's in spring quarter, with selection
Sharp-that's
what they
all events. This girl competes determined by character, wil- were-real sharp. EWCE' can
with girls from every school lingnes to work, and gr_ade be proud of their ROTC drill
in the region for regional point. A group serving East- team for the perfect precision
queen, and should she win ern, not just itself, is a worth- performance they turned out
there she goes on the national while orgatiization and deserv- Saturday morning in the ancompetition. This year's Sweet- es respect.
nual Homecoming parade.
1

,

Fashion
Kloset

1

Team Looks Sharp

I

Student Teachers
In Many Are·as
Seventy-eight EWCE seniors
have begun student teaching
in schools throughtout Eastern
Washington, Dr. Gerald Mercer, director of student teaching said.
Spokane sch~ols and students assigned to them include:
Lewis and Clark high school
-Kathryn Tampton, Gary N.
Kerr, Joseph H. Mertens and
Allen L. Stevens; RogersRichard ~- fruitt, John Steadman a~d ,lames E. Ho·e dem~;
North Central-Marion O. Seibert; Sliadle Park-Jerry I.
Hopkirls?:...William B. Jarvis and
Chisatd Kawabori.
1

I

Sacajawea Junior higQ school
-Jerrj,. 0. Couclri S~at--r~;rald R, Bald~irt, Bonnie L. Cain,
Andrea L. Ma-rtin and Cecil G.
~ickard; . Qlover-RJ.chard D.
Blair And Nancy J. Moody.
, Au?ubon elemel\t fY school
-Kenneth W. Grothe: Hµtt9n
-Anne Neilsen; Irving-Elirl
G. At~his,n; Jeffersott-Margat~t M. H~sen; LidgerwoQd
-Willtlm D. Johnson; . Sheridan-Don: W. Fowlds; Whitman-P:ttficitt J. Lane and
Donald L. Marion.
Students assigned to other
school district~ in lude:
Centt~i Valley-Mary Lo~
Bdtg .Nee Cossairt, Patrick
Plunkett, Jatnes A. Stobie, CotaJie1 Vatt Woerl and Gertrude

w stirte.

West Valley-Nima Campbell, Warren D. Hirst, Helen
Liberg,
Stewart McNeilly,
James F. Mertens, r{elliemay
Miles, Marjorje Ped~rson ~nd
John H,. Redinger.
.
Cbeney-r.Betty Andrews, Esta Lee Bfllam, Barbara M.
Bechtold, Neva A. Bisom, Edward A. Bush, Geral L. Cox,
David C. Crowell, Everett R.
Gilbert, Calvin D. Greenaway,
Crystal L. Henley, Fran~ine E.
Herrington, John F. Mackenzie, Helen I. McConnattghey,
Alvin C. Miller, Lois Scammon,
Helen M. Skow, Mildred Thomas, Harold C. VanTine and
Donna R. Widman.
EWCE campus elementary
school-Roma- Adams. Janice
Morgan, Eva Joseph, Janice
Morris, Charles Puckett.
Medical Lake- Jon McFarland.
Reardan-Virginia E. Jensen.
Omak-Dorothy I Chrisman,
Homer D. Hedington and Jeannine Hylton. ~.
Ritzville- Nadine F. Pfeiff
and Jeanne K. Tuffield.
Kennewick- Lowell Mansfield.
Pasco- Iris K. Breider, Wit-bur D. Gray, Joan Keith, Ail•
een Y. Ogata and Geraldine
T. Smith.

The Bird Woman
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By Robert Hanrahan, Asst. Prof. in Art
On October 24, 1960, the Veterans Club made their official
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FOR A REAL
HOME COOKED MEAL

gift of a new Sacajawea to EWC. One year ago two members
of the Veterans Club, Creed Morgan and Ralph Stockbridge
~aunched_ o!1e of a most energetic crusades to initiate the proJect. Enlistmg the help of a committee composed of students
and faculty, _Morgan and Stockbridge presented ideas, received
approval, raised the money, and commissioned Harold Balazs
to do the work. The sculpture now stands resolute in Showalter
Hall.

Try Weigel's
The Coffe Shop

Provocative to say the least, the sculpture 'has brought more
con1ment. from students and faculty than the subject of national
pol~tics. Unfortunately, expectations of many have not been
met by the sculpture. In Shades and degrees, reactions have
been mostly negative or repudiative.
In the annals of sculpture the "Bird Woman" is 'as unique and
P,r ofound an OQject or art to be found on any college campus.
As a wotk of art its meaning is aesthetic rather than literal.

Do you wear Contact Lenses?

if so contact Warren Westerman
at ,he Cheney Dh.11 cortc~r~ing
· isoptd Pl,in and lsoptd F·rih .
sdhitibtti for contact lenses.

~h~ ~~lllP,tb;r, Balazs, was given a subject around which he
wds &$kp}i to create a symbolic sculpture .Tlfis is precisely what
he did. ne <!r_eated a sytnbol out of copper and bronze and named
it a~ iie .~(?n'.c!eiv~d it, "T~e Bird Woman".

Dr. Jiatotcl Stev~ns, director of dramatics,

e)(pressed it as a
''P.oetic tconception" transcending any lit~ra1 interpretation.
his is ·he reflection of one person, astutely aware and sensirve to what the scuipture means.
·

ft

OlteneY Drug

Eafa,zs ifttehd~d not to portray an Indian woman as such but
instead Has cteijt~d an anthr,opomotphic image. In sculpture
this Jmeatt~ to ifupose general huma.n-like-form qualities upon
norl-ntim tt mateh41. Close inspection of the Bird Woman will
reveai anoth~r quality in the total form, that of "bird likeness."
The cloak of the figure can be seen as the folded wings of a
bil_-d. The posture of the figure is also bird like. These qualities
are, by intent, ambiguous.

Warren H. Westerman
"Next to the f:ree Press"

Materia1 qualid.es such as color, texture and weight are naturat to any substance the sculptor uses. Materials are selected
f c1r theft lnrtale characteristics. Should the material not imitate
th~ physical affects of Uie subject represented, it is because the
sculptor des'ites the material to speak for itself.
In t~e case 9f the "Bird WOman" the metalic qualities do not
itnit te flesh, bone not feathers as this would defeat the artistic
putpose.

E~erything You Can Think of
. . . . and Lots M.o re Besides

Clieney Dept. Store

The u:se of copper and bronze is not new to sculpture, though
Bal4zs has combined the metals in a unique fashion. He has
welded cdpper sheets to brazing rod to form a sub-armature.
Rods tft~msetv~s were then welded togetber f o~g a reinforcem nt to the armature. In the final stages of the work, brazing
rods were. mf!ited down into droplets on the surface. As copper
and b.r;azfng rod melt at ptoximal temperatures, the control of
the torch flame must be precise and timely.

YOUR FIRST AND LAST SHOPPING CENTER

GAS UP AT

The function of the sculpture is best expressed by the sculptor himself. It is the symbol to the "heroic." Te balazs, the heroic imag.e is ·n ot a cliche, but an image far ·more subtle and
subjective. The bird in the hands of the figure symbolizes compassion; the resolute posture, al~neness and meditation.

~~T~e . Sign of Happy Motoring"
under the management of

.,.. ..,

Harold Balazs is known by reputation throughout the Northwest. For the past ·ten years he has been a free-lance artist
working in sculpture, industrial design, and teaching at the
Spokane Art Center. He is self-employed. is married and has a
family. Balazs has won numerous top awards in competitive art
shows with his sculpture and painting. He is a craftsman parexcellance and is the only self-employed petson with these
qualifications in the Inland Empire. One of his noted enterprises. is a mosaic pond executed for tne Washington Water
Power Co. in Spokane. Balazs has also created liturgical sculture for several Catholic churches in the vicinity.

Jerry Hudson's
CARTER GAS STATION

"Reddy' Talks
TURKEY!'

I believe the college is most fortunate to have acquired Balazs' ·
splendid work. In time, perhaps, a more appreciative audience
will reflect upon this .work with introspection, understanding
and pride. We as an institution are certainly indebted to Creed
Morgan, :{lalph Stockbridge, the Veterans Club, the ASB and
the Alumni for their generous gift.
--- ·-- -- - -- · ----·-· - - ---,,--~ - -------

--

Cheney Newsstand
•

Late Evening Snacks
•

School Supplies
•

Film Developing -

There's nothing more d elicious than · Thanksgiving d inner
coo~ed the modern way with low-cost electricity.

Fastest in Cheney

And there's nothing that gives you as much comfortable,
convenient living for your money as WWP service.

From Comics to Classics
Tobacco -

Toiletries

WASHINGTON WATER POWER CO.
THE RIGHT TASTE BECAUSE

\llc8royS got it... ~

SURE T
RYOUl<!SE
L BETTH
HY YOU'R

turned on their
2 CONVICTS HAV
ESCAPED FRO
STATE PRISON A
RE H EADING F

at both ends

ICE.ROY

t\

GOT
I

Note: Bob and Pet e knew that ro ck s In a
strea m often t ake up w at e r; wh en these
roc k s are heat ed, the w at er tu rns to st eam
- a nd t he roc k s explode !

THE
FILTER ...

ATIJOTHEH
OTTHE F/LTE
OfTHE BLEN

C

1960, BROWN & WILLIAM SO N TOBACCO CORP.
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Savage Luck Cont inues
Bad luck continued to plague the EWC Savages, as they came
within 24 seconds of a tie before losing to a tough Western Washington College team, 13-7.
The game was characterized
by tough defensive play as it
took 28 minutes before the
Vikings could hit paydirt.

By John Reed

11

wwo ........ .... 0

7

0
7- 38.7
86
4-60
0
7- 7

0

6- 13

WWC-Ring enbach , 14 pass from Hani:en (Han sen kick ) ; EWC Stephens , 1
plunge (Alt kick) ; WWC-Schmidt , 34
pass f rom Hansen (kick failed) .
EWC
WWC
RUSHING

TC
Laulinen ... . 21
Amundson • 4
Davis ... .. . 12
S tephens .. .. 10

Fuller . .. . . 12
Ladin es . .• • 14
Johanson .• • 4
Hansen
1
Ringenbach
6

EWC

YG

65
13

37
28

YL
0
0

wwc
56
74

10
3

0

34
0

2
7

0

Net
65

13
37
-6
66

72
3

3

•

I

I

•

I

I

Hanson ... . . 10
·Spangler .... 6

wwc

'

2

68

26

"A" League Standings

, Off campus ....................... .4
Sutton ................................4
Hudson ................................2
Garry ..................................2
Idahoans ............................ 2
Student Court ....................0

0
1
2
3
3
5

With only one game r emaining to be played in the "A"
league between Hudson and
Off Campus, t he Intramural
football season is near its
closing. In the "B" league t he
three-way tie between Hudson,
Sutton, and Monroe will be
played off some time this
week. The result of these playoffs . will not affect the total
number of Intr a.wural points.
With the termination of the
football season, the Intramurals program is by no means
slowing down. Plans are now
being compleied for the Intramural swim meet and the Volleyball
tournaments.
The
swim meet will commence at 4
p. m., November 4 in the fieldhouse pool. Don't forget to talk
to either Dr. Kirchner or Mr.
Stratton if you are interested
in competing.
Swimming Events in Order
Conducted

25
25
25
25

yd. free style
yd. back stroke .
yd. breast stroke
yd. butterfly
50 yd. free style
50 yd. back stroke
50 yd. butterfly
100 yd. relay
100 yd. medly r elay
At an Intramurals managers
meeting held earlier this week,
the question of player eligibility was discussed. It is the contention of the AMS that the
rules should be amended to let
students form teams outside
their respective dorms.
The rules up to now state
that a player must compete, as
in the case of on-campus students, only on teams span.s ored
by his clorm.
E~tramural Competition

In the future, Dr. Kirchner
of the physical ed. department
plans to work on a program
whereby Eastern's intramural
teams could compete with
teams from ot her schools such
as Whitworth or Gonzaga. This
would require that we planned
our schedule to coincide wit h
the other schools so as to facilitate playoffs. Such competition is known as Extramural,
and it should provoke new interest in the Intramural ' program.
· Student Court will probably
be practicing offense all winter in preparation for next
year. It seems that during the
course of the season they
managed to hold the opposition down to six or seven
points per game but were unable to score a single point
themselves. On t he whoie the
teams entered showed a lot of
spirit and willingness all of
which helped to make t he season a success.

3.1

3.2

3.1
-0.6

4.6
5.1
0.7
3.0

1'1.0 . 408
13.6 .888

The Oplilllist
By WALT HARTMAN

Now that the "Great Pumpkin Man" has come and gone,
and t he Savage footballers
have all received their gifts,
t hey can concentrate on their
two remaining games.
Eastern ls almost back to
full strength once again with
t he reinstatement of six players. However, three exceptions
are Bill Palmer, Dave Milam,
and' Emile Lefevbre, who are
out · with injuries. Milam and
Lefevbre are expected to be
f>ack in action next week, but
Palmer is a question mark for
the remainder of the season,
a factor that could affect the
Savages' performanc-e greatly
in the remaining games.
Coach Ed Chissus has switched hard charging Dave Davis
to right halfback, arid Ed Laulninen, who displayed terrific
fight
and
aggressiveness
against Central Washington,
_ will get the starting call at
fullback. Gary Conner will be
. ,replacing Palmer, and could
see action on both defense and
offense.
The Savages have had more
than their share of problems,
this year with the quarterback
ing chores. George Stephens
has had trouble adjusting to
the Eastern offense and Bob
Clark, a fine passer, hasn't
been able to run the ball as
yet. The starting position
could develop into a real battle between Stephens, Clark, ,
and a darkhorse in the person
of Mel "Peanuts" Hollen, who
showed fine promise in the
Walla Walla game.
The bounceballers (basket-

The first league play of the
Staff and Faculty League took
place at the student union
bowling alley on Tuesday, 18
October. Four teams participated; Betz, Administration,
;ROTC and Faculty.

Ne\Y Shirt Laundry
Watch for quicker service on shirts at

Maddux ·Cleaners

ball team) have shown exceptional promise in the short
time they have been turning
out. Dick Hannan', a Columbia
Basin transfer looks to be a
sure bet to crack the squad',
along with Ken Eilmes an exRogers .high school star.
Several freshmen are coming along fast and should give
the veterans something to
worry about before the completion of the season. Among
these possible future stars are
Bob Frick, Richland all-starer,
Darwin Monasmith from Kennewick, Bill Bayless from,
Mansfield, Jerry Russell from
Shadle Park of Spokane, and
Ale~ Wood · from Gonzaga
Prep·.
Ed Chissus has reported that
gate receipts for football
games this year has been greater than for several seasons. Although we haven't had a winning season, there has been
mucp more concern and spirit
from our student body. With
deep concern, I hope that nothing will evolve that will endanger this feeling, and perhaps
with a little more of the same
next year, the Savages could
be a real threat.
One of our biggest problems
of past teams has been the fatality rate for expected returning lettermen, and if more acceptible conditions we:re available, I am sure this problem
would · be almost nonexistant.
P . S. Remember, -0nly 53
rnore days til the "Great
White Beard" comes out of his
igloo.

Filn, ·Specials·
620
120
127
Reg. 50c
Now
3 ~olls for 99c

Owl Pharn,acy

Discounts

Discounts
for

·s ·t ude'n ts and .· Faculty
at

Joe's Phillip ''66~'
.

All Hunting S1;1 pplies

Faculty Bowling
Starts Season

Ave

22
11
1.8
11
PASSING
BWC
Att Comp YG ATS . Pet
Stephen, .... r r
9.8 .471
8
'18
1
9
9.0 .500
Clark
2
•

Intramural Football Nears
Close

Letterme n Announce Banquet

Plans for the annual Varsity
The fir st quarter was played Banquet
are now very near
almost entirely on the midfield completion, according to W"
stripe as neither team could club president, Rich Hilty.
get a sustained drive going. Hilty stated that all that reThe closest penetration to the mains is the final arrangement
opposition's goal came near for acquiring a guest speaker .
t he end of the first quarter The banquet will begin at 6:30
when t he Vikings moved to the p. m. in the Coeur d'Alene HoSavage 33, but it was short
in Spokane.
,
lived as · Woodrow Roberts in- telOn
the agenda, along with a
tercepted• a Vance Spangler talk by an as yet unannounced
pass on the Sava,e 21.
speaker, will be the awarding
The second quarter looked of four athletic trophies. These
as though it would be a dupli- four trophies will go to the four
cate of the first, but with four athletes who, in the opinion of
minutes remaining in the half the "W" club, deserve outthe Vikings began to move, standing recognition in each of
with the help of an intercepted the following catagories: most
pass on the Savage 30. Doug valuable player, most inspiraRingenbach climaxed the drive· tional player, captains award,
as he hauled in a Steve Hansen and Mr. Savage award.
The person receiving the
pass from the 14, and rambled
Mr.
Savage award will receive,
over for the touch.down. Ringenbach finished the scoring in addition to a personal trofor the first half as he kicked phy, a place on the Mr. Savage
the PAT to make it 7-0 at inter- trophy, which will be the largest of any trophy on the cammission.
pus. This trophy will have
Eastern clearly dominated name plaques for the names
t he third quarter, and it looked of those persons who are beat this point that they were go- stowed this honor in each of
ing to bring home a victory. the seven major sports at EasThe Savages, after forcing tern. The Mr. Savage award is
Western to punt marched from the highest honor that can be
their own 15, to the Western given any athlete at Eastern
47, but a fumble spoiled the Washington College.
best drive of the game to t his
Varsity Ball Plans
point.
The wish of 'the students will
be
carried out at the annual
However, once again the
Varsity
oall to be held DeSavages held the Vikings, and
cember
2
in the Martin Hall
once again Eastern began to
drive. A combination of the gym. By popular demand the
hard charging of Ed Laulninen dance is semi-formal. Tickets
and Dave Davis and the com- are $1.50 per couple, and the
pletion of a 5-yard pass from dance begins at 9 p. m.
Each and every Thursday is
quarterback Stephens to end
color
day on the campus and
Mike Macaulay on a fourth
this
means
that many of the
down play enabled the Savages
to penetrate to the Western 2 groups, clubs, etc.. rp.ay be seen
yard line at . the en~ of t he on the campus in their respective uniforms· and special
quarter.
dress. In keeping with this
On t he first play of the t heme, lettermen are urged to
fourth
quarter,
Stephens make themselves part of this
plunged over to put the Sav- tradition by wearing their letages on the scoreboard. The ter jackets and insignia each
PAT attempt by Alfon Alt sail- Thursday.
ed perfectly t hrough the upAt t he risk of gettin g monrights to make it 7-7.
oton0us the fact still must be
br ought up- please do not
The Savage defense then be-. wear clothing with insignia
gan to tighten up, and it look- other than that of EWC. If you
ed as though Western was go-. must let people know that you
ing to have t0 settle for a tie, are an athlete, get out and
but with three minutes remain- earn one of Eastern's letters.
ing the Vikings took over the This letter you may wear with
ball on their own 43 yard line. pride and have no fear of a
Quarterback Hansen and "W" club sanction; they'll·
Spangler then combined to treat you like a brother!
A very interesting meeting
complete two pass~s apiece to
take the ball to the Eastern 33. was presented with a noticeWith 24 ·seconds r ema1nmg, ably increased percentage of
Hansen spotted Roger Schmidt. lettermen in attendance. If you
in the open on t he 20, and are a letterman now is the
Schmidt rambled into the Eas- time to get on the "W" Club
tern end zone. The PAT at- band wagon.
tempt by Hansen was wide, but
Individual Game Scores
it wasn't needed as t he score Oct. 24
remained 13-7 in favor of t he Garry A 6, Student Court 0
Vikings.
Sutton A 15', Hudson A 0
Yards passing . . ... . ... . . 87
94
Oct. 25
Yards rush ing ... .. . .. . . 143
166
Off Campus 20, Garry A 0
Yards lost rushing . . . . 34
20
N e t yardage ..... . .. .. . 196
289
Idahoans
19, Hudson A 12
Passing . .... .. . .. .. . . . 9-19
6-16
Oct.
26
Passes intercepted by . ... . 2
2
F irst dow ns rushing .... .. 5
7
Idahoans 7, Student Court 0
First dow ns passing . . .. . . . 6
7
F irst dow ns on penalties 1
Punts . .. .. .. ... .... .. . 7-80.8
Kicks returned, to. yds . . 63
Penalties ... . , .. . .. .. . 5-65
Funmbles lost . . . . . . . . . . . 1
E W C .... .... ... . 0
O
O

lntran,urals

Varsity Ball To
Be Semi-Formal

at

Marshall-Wells Store
EDGETT BROS, Owners

guns
ammo
knives
hats

Come in and see the wide selection
/

Daughters Of Garry Hall 1Formed

Exams Set
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SPOTLIGHT: WORLD

By Dave LewiL
National Teacher ExaminaNewest among organizations on Eastern's campus is the tions, prepared and adminisDaughters of Garry hall, a semi-sociai and semi-pep club now tered annually by Educational
well on its way in the process of ge ing underway. The first · Testing Service, will be given
big showing of the organizations was n the Homecoming activ- at 160 testing centers throughBy Edd Stollery
ities, when participation in both rallies and at the game was out the United States on Satquite evident.
I
urday, Feb. 11, 1961.
AROUND THE WORLD IN 80:
The present chairman of this - - • - - - - - - - - - - -111111- - - - - - - - - - Vandenberg AFB, California, announced that a Discoverer
new group is Cindy Gibson, ,
XVI went aloft with a "new and bigger satelite rocket" big
who was elected at the first
enough
for monkeys or space spy gear.
meeting
and
will
serve
throughout the year, assisted
SA country El Salvador underwent a "slight11 administration
St dents and faculty throughout the campus have voiced their
by Mary Braddock, secretary, opini ns both for and against the modernistic art work of change as a six man iunta 11 kicked11 President Jose Maria Lemus
and Kay Schadegg, social the ew "SAC."
out of the country-which followed a series of demonstrations
chairman. A vice-president,
by students against the country's social and economic inequalitreasurer, and co-social chairPr sident Don S. Patterson commented, "I really haven't ties.
man will be nominated and .m ad up my mind. I think it is something you don't make an
elected at tonight's meeting. accessable judgment on right away."
Damascus reported three explosions, blamed on "s~ teurs
These officers will work with
hired by Jordan's rulers."
.
.
Artist Opal Fleckenstine said, "I think it is exquisite and my
the officers of Garry hall in
planning activities and pro- thanks to Harold Balazs for doing an exclusive job."
And, in the UN, the political committee seemed ready to
jects.
Dean Gerkin stated, , "I'm very favorable impressed."
forward to the floor the debate on Fidel Castro's charge that
' One of the first big projects
I
the U. S. is or has been preparing an invasion of Cuba.
"It looks ,like a bj;d-womep!" stated Betty Helbis.
under consideration is the
United Crusade. This may be
J. . Daugherty COJ)lll)ented, "I don't think you can take a
OVERSEAS, Marshal Kirill Semenovich Moskalenko has reworked with the Cheney townpiece
~ke
this
right
away
and
understand
it.
You
have
to
look
placed
Mr. Marshal Mitrofan Nedelin as commander in chief
f olk, or as a separate venture.
at
it
number
of
times."
·
of Russia's rocket forces. Nedelin, according to TASS, was
Another big goal of the group
is to have a card section for
killed-in an air accident.
"Aipr~ciating the work that went into the statue takes bllt
the Whitworth game November 5. It is stressed that this a moµient's observation and hours of thought. It is truly repMobutu, military leader in the Congo, has been told by the
group, as a pep club, is for resentative of a current trend in Art. In short I like it/' stated UN forces in the area to withdraw his unruly soldiers from
Eastern, not for Garry hall. It Edd Stollery.
the capital city, Leopoldvifle.
is hoped that an increase in
Tor Aris wondered, "Does this characterize the tradition of
school spirit will result from
IN WINDSOR Ontario, debris is still being removed from
interest in such a group.
Sac?'i
the
explosion site where nine (confirmed) died. There may
Miss Gibson announced that
"I hink it is an excellent work of metal, typical of Indians as be more in the wreckage.
a committee will be named
quite soon to form a consti- we k ow them, though expressed in a contemporary manner of
FOCUS: BERLtN
tution, so the ·group can be ·today," Larry Zopfi said.
officialy recognized by the As'Bel'sober when you see it," Terry Evans went on to comment,
sociated Student Council.
And, in Berlin, the "Big Four" powers are arguing over
The idea of the Daughters "for tou'll wonder if you're seeing straight."
Russia's pulling out of their agreement. Also on hand is the
of Garry hall first came into
topic of air curbs established by the reds, which stop west
Pa~l Smith said, "I think the Greeks had a better way of ·por- Berlin aircraft from operating, while allowing military airbeing as a joke between Stan
·
Rizzuti, w ·es Stoft, and John trayiJ1g women."
craft complete access to the Berlin airports.
Cecil Thompson, but as more
Dm) Geri stated, "You sure can tell that Sacajawea has been
and more thought was given it,
Diplomatic notes on the situation stated that, any restrictions
the idea formulated and the dead over 150 years by looking at that statue."
on
the air corridors "would creat a dangerous situation."
jest evolved into a reality. Wes
Stoft did much of the work in
getting the organization' und·erway and all the residents of
Garry hall and many of the
interested girls have strived to
make it possible.
Jerry Stanley, president of .,.,
Garry hall, states the purpose
of DGH as this: "It is a group
to promte social activities between the men and women
(the men being in particular
those of Garry hall) and to
promo,t e school spirit. This
group is for the good of Eastern, not for the good of Garry hall."
This club is an entirely new
idea., and is open to all girls
wishing to apply. With proper
handling it can become one of
'.
, 'X ;• ·~• ·
, ,
Y;
' · •:;.··. ·.·:;:·:··:·•.•·•.·.,.·.·.·.·.:.•:.•..•., •:t:~::::'.:~
.•.::::~::·::·:·::~::::.::.:,;;.:.<:.•,,~:·:•..:·:.:~::.:.:,: ._::.:
the most worth-while groups
:•
on campu_s. There are many
t
working to make it possible
and it seems destined for a
happy going.
)
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Filters -for
flavor
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Tareyton

Showalter Memorial
Committee To Meet
Louis Gamon, ,co-chairman
of the Dr. N. D. Showalter Memorial Fund Committee, has
called a committee meeting
for October 29, 1960, at 12
noon in the small dining room
of Louise Anderson hall.
Wayne Hall, executive secretary of the Alumni association
made the announcement.
"It is very important that
the committee members attend," Hall said, " because several major decisions will have
to be made."
Age nda ite ms will include:
1. Completion of the solicitation plans for this year.
2. Plans for the presentation
of the Scholarship to the col,
lege.
3. Plans for the presentation
of Dr. Showalter's picture to
the college.
4. Plans for investing and
llwarding of funds.

The Showalter Fund has just
recently passed the $5000
mark in cash and pledges. N.
D. Showalter Jr. will make every effort to attend t his meeting on the 29th, Hall said.
Hall further stated that Showalter Jr. is highly pleased
with this important work on
behalf of his father.

k : ;: :.~'.):f
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DUAL FILTER

)1-f!~i;:

_; ~ :i

Here's how the DUAL FILTER DOES IT:
1.

It combines a unique inner fi lter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL
• .. definitely P.roved to make the taste of a cigarette mild and
smooth . ••

2. with a pure white outer f ilter. Together they select and bala_nce
the f lavor elements in the smoke. Tareyton's flavor-balance give$
you the best taste of the best tobaccos.

r. •
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Constitution Change Calendonia
(Continued from page
Spotlights
sentatives chosen at large
from the student body and Scotland
one from the Freshmen class.
1)

Music and dance that range
through the entire panorama
of Scotland will be experienced here for the first time in
the exciting production, Caledonia! It will be presented by
the celebrated singers and
dancers of Scotland on Tuesday, November 7, at 8 p. m. in
Showalter Auditorium. PresidAnother suggested change is ing as art director at these colin the manner of nominating orful proceedings will be Anpersons for AS executive posi- drew Mac Pherson.
tions. Under the present sysFounded several years ago
tem a person must be nomi- by Mr. MacPherson, The Singnated by a living group, by the ers and dancers of Scotland
election committee, or by a pe- have enjoyed enormous poputition. Under the proposed larity. Their reputation has
Constitution a person would spread quickly throughout the
merely be required· to file for -- United Kingdom where they
the office, thus eliminating made their television debut a
sometimes unfair and difficult little over a year ago.
situations. Also, maximum reCaledonia! is a special prostrictions, such as number of duction which highlights the
credits, etc., have been re- features of the extensive repmoved in the qualifications as ertoire built up by Mr. Macset forth in the present Con- Pherson for The Singers and
stitution.
Dancers of Scotland.
For the first time, the assoOne of the most striking
ciated students' government scenes of the entire produc- would continue through sum- tion will be a ceremonial, "The
mer quarter. As the proposed Passing of Cuthulin," based on
constitution reads, a person the early lore of Scotland and
would be appointed annually presented as a tableau by the
as a summer chairman with full company.
but limited powers-namely
Solo roles will be taken by
those of coordination informa- Hilda Wilson, soprano, and
tion and the like, ~!though the Brotherton, Bass. The featured
ASC would delegate his duties. dancers are Flora Stuart Grubb
These items constitute the and Billy Forsyth.
bulk of the proposed changes
An additional treat being
in the Cons~itution of the asso- brought here by Tbe Singers
ciated students. There are and Dancers of Scotland is the
many minor changes, fn that colorful dress of their l'and.
the working or the present The principal motif will be creconstitution
is
completely ated by the vivid tartans worn
changed in the proposed docu- by the women and the Royal
ment. Yet even with the dif- Stewart kilts of the men.
ferent wordage, there apparCaledonia! is being sponsorently are no significant chan- ed by the ASB, student body
ges.
cards will admit.
Ex-officio members would
be the AS advisor, the Dean of
Students and the new addition of The Easterner editor.
This change obviously elimininates the duplicate and triplicate on-campus representation
and offers three seats to any
group able to win the election.

Fifth grade students at Betz
school are learning German
via television. Students of Mrs.
John Hogan and Mrs. William
Hibbard view a 15-minute program of instruction in German
,ach day. LeRoy Isherwood,
principal, says the students
have shown an avid interest in
the new subject.

Gibson's Thrift Store
OPEN 9 TO 9 - CHENEY, WASH.

Frisbie Jellies

Sfor 1.00

12 oz. _glasses

Tastewell, Pure

Margarine

•

•

•

lb 19c

Tastewell, 303 size

Applesauce

8 for 1.00

Swift's, Big Can
1

Scottie's Tissue, 400 ct.

4 PKG 1.00

Waldorf Tissue

'T oilet Tissue

t

"We Take Better Cqre of Your Car"
l st and D Sts.
Cheney
BE 5-8843

i!:j\j~~~i~H~£~t*~~~:~%1\I/; :~:[~

n.

SELF SER.VIC,E

Meat .Dept.
FINEST MADE

GROUND B.EEF

J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. , Winston•Snlem, N.

c. ·,.,..... ... :· 1

· •

·

·

•

• ·•·····

Fresh Produce
Bananas

•

Potatoes

•

2 lbs 25c

•

25 lbs. 89c

,Cranberries

•

•

lb 19c

I

lb49c
ARMOUR'S STAR

SLICED BACON
2lb pkg 97c
LEAN CUT

Pork Chops
. lb 59c

Campbell's Tomato

SOUP

•

•

•

•

can 10c

Scots White

Family Napkins 3pkgs 35c
Kratf's 24 oz.

Mayonnaise

each 39c

MARIANI

,Chili ,Con Carne can 39c
Facial Tissue

Al's Chevron Service

The best tobacco makes the best smoke!

ALL NEW

ave

STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS
Atlas Tires and Batteries

German On TV

Frozen Fruit S'ale
MELON ROLLS
RASPBERRIES
BLACKBERRIES
BOYSEN BERRI ES
YOUR CHOICE-

4 for 29c

4 pkg 1.00

'
Thrift Store
PLENTY OF PARKING

Supermarket Savings

